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 - Fixed #256 - global request headers should not be changed after received first header - Added jsonbody option - Support of
HEAD method without body - Protocol version 5.1.1 for browsers is more stable - Added client.clear() method - Added

client.session() method - Fixed test/setClientHeaderAndSendTo() with JSON payload - Fixed
test/setEmptyHeadersAndSendTo() with JSON payload - Fixed #221 - strip_query_parameters option not works properly -

Fixed #241 - header with Array should be treated as invalid when set to request - Fixed #246 - should not be used session.set()
in case of existing connection - Fixed #247 - removed "continue" parameter from headers.forEach().forEach() - Fixed #248 -
accept: */* should not be used for windows - Fixed #249 - "resume" parameter should be removed from headers.forEach() -

Fixed #253 - option for body should be required - Fixed #254 - detect if.js/json contains path and convert to JSON - Fixed #255
- server side should support raw buffers (refs #57) - Fixed #258 - fixed request: should use same cookieJar - Fixed #261 -

custom file headers should be passed to the client in the same order - Fixed #262 - updated SRI and enabled to use DOCTYPE
HTML5 - Fixed #265 - fixed tests to work with node.js >= 0.10 - Fixed #267 - new server should support query strings in URI -
Fixed #268 - fixed CORS issue with sub-paths - Fixed #272 - replace ^ with for location header - Fixed #273 - set secure cookie

when session is not available - Fixed #274 - should allow use same client object for multiple requests - Fixed #276 - added
version to package.json - Fixed #279 - defaults to cookie object if undefined - Fixed #280 - local referer is ignored - Fixed

#281 - server side should set cookie with original domain - Fixed #283 - test request with location header - Fixed #284 - moved
cookies option in options.jar - Fixed #286 - fixed cookie options for same domain - 82157476af
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